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This compact disc (CD) was created to offer any individual the opportunity to recreate the Science, Technology, Engineering, Preview Summer camp for girls (STEPS), the airplane, or any other related activity. The STEPS interactive CD was originally generated as a field problem, which encompasses all activities, classes, literature, schedules, tools, drawings, and equipment needed to run the camp. The interactive aspect of the design was chosen to allow individuals the opportunity to access the information quickly. By working like a web site, an individual can obtain data related to specific classes or a certain tool required to make a specific part within a few links. The CD is broken down into seven main areas which are: Camp History and Overview, Administration, Classes, Aircraft Construction, Flight Night, Drawings, and Acknowledgements. Each of these areas, or links, on the CD, will then lead the viewer into more detailed information about that subject. The main page is also designed in sequence of the actual camp activities progressing from the top down. This way a first time viewer of the CD can learn not only about the camp, but also follow the progression of the actual activities, or a returning viewer could simply link directly to their desired subject area. The STEPS camp interactive CD covers in detail all aspects of the camp.